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Abstract

Access to abundant biased information in echo chambers and social bubbles often intensifies opinions to the extremes. The extremization of opinions results in several topics becoming controversial. However, it is very difficult to measure the degree of controversiality of a topic objectively since the controversiality of any topic is subjective and perceived differently from different communities. The absence of an objective measure of controversiality has been a major hindrance in understanding the causes and effects of it. In this work we propose a method to quantify controversiality of a topic by utilizing eccentricity of opinions on that topic. The eccentricity of an opinion is the amount of strangeness of the opinion relative to other opinions in the social neighborhood. The collective eccentricity of all opinions for a topic works as an indicator of the controversiality of that topic and can be represented by any measure of central tendency. With the help of social network data, we also demonstrate that opinions on several issues related to our routine life show similar trends for diversity though they differ in their controversiality.

1 Introduction

In our society, the space for civilized discussions is increasingly shrinking due to the growth of strongly cohesive groups that have very little tolerance for disagreements. This has led to the labeling of several topics as controversial, and often, discussion on these topics is avoided in public forums to prevent disputes. However, understanding controversy and measuring it objectively is a complex task that has been a topic of interest to researchers for several years [1, 8, 9, 11, 15, 17, 21].
Most of the research on this topic can be classified into two broad categories. A common dimension in which several of these works focus is identifying controversy \[9, 17, 3, 13\] where they try to determine if any opinion or set of opinions is controversial or not. Another most popular dimension of these research works is quantifying or measuring the level of controversy \[2, 26, 14, 16\]. The research on controversy detection mainly utilizes data from online social networks and particularly Twitter \[11, 21, 16, 20\]. There are some works which analyze Reddit, Wikipedia, and other online news datasets as well \[9, 17, 13\]. The methods in both categories, i.e., controversy detection and quantification, are primarily network-based, content-based, or a combination of them \[14\]. Network-based methods primarily rely on the analysis of retweet and comment networks or networks of information citations. To gain a deeper understanding of these networks, cluster analysis and community detection algorithms are often employed. Additionally, content-based controversy detection and quantification algorithms are utilized to scrutinize the textual content of opinions. Sentiment analysis and opinion dynamics analysis are among the most prominent methods in this category \[9, 22, 25\]. Many studies focus on analyzing controversial political and religious topics \[1, 20\], such as abortion, gun control, and religious freedom. These topics have received extensive attention and research \[7, 10, 12, 23, 24\]. Most existing works categorize topics as either controversial or non-controversial, and often assume that controversies are polarized, such as left vs right political ideology or Christianity vs Islam. Another common theme among these works is that controversiality is identified and measured at a single global level, assumed to be standard. However, it is essential to understand that controversiality is a subjective feature and must be evaluated in a social context or neighborhood. For instance, the topic of “eating beef” is not controversial at all in American society, but in some other countries like India, it is highly controversial. Moreover, we believe that binary classification into controversial or non-controversial categories is not always appropriate. Controversiality should be measured on a continuous scale. The assumption that controversiality is identified and measured at a single global level is flawed. Instead, it should be assessed in its social and cultural context.

Our proposed method seeks to overcome the limitations of existing works by introducing a more comprehensive approach to measuring controversiality. Instead of relying solely on the topic being discussed, our method incorporates the concept of social context by utilizing a user’s social neighborhood to measure controversiality. This allows for a more flexible and personalized approach to measuring controversiality that accounts for the role of social context in shaping opinions and attitudes. Rather than classifying a topic as controversial or non-controversial, it quantifies the degree of controversiality in each topic discussion on a continuous scale. This allows for a more nuanced understanding of controversiality that can account for...
the varying degrees of controversy within a topic. Our algorithm is versatile, and opinions on any topic, subject, or keyword that has been discussed can be fed into it to measure the associated controversy. We also demonstrate that topics that are considered highly polarized are not necessarily homogeneous within an extreme community. Instead, they can be highly diverse. Overall, our approach provides a more comprehensive and nuanced perspective on controversiality that accounts for social context and the diverse nature of controversial topics.

2 Related Work

Zarate et al. in their work [26] utilize community detection on a retweet network to measure the controversy. Al-Ayyoub et al. [6] analyze Arabic tweets on trending topics from different domains to analyze the controversy. They use both network-based and content-based methods separately for this purpose. Wikipedia metadata has been used by Dori-Hacohen et al. [13] to automate the controversy detection task. Choi et al. [9] identify controversial issues and subtopics by measuring magnitude of sentiments for contradicting opinions. Popescu et al. [21] recognize the controversial events from Twitter using combinations of classification and regression models. In these models they use Twitter based features like linguistic, structural, sentiment etc. and External features such as News Buzz and Web News controversy. Guerra et al. [16] analyze the distribution of nodes at the boundary of communities to identify polarization. Jang et al. [17] apply probabilistic approaches using controversy language models to identify Wikipedia controversy. Mean and variance of sentiments is used to measure the contradictions of opinions by Tsytsarau et al. [25] Akoglu [2] in his work identifies and ranks the topics polarity solving a node classification problem using the bipartite networks. Al Amin et al. [3] in their work utilize a matrix factorization approach on a matrix of information source and social dependency network. Qiu et al. [22] create an emotional social network to partition nodes into three categories proponent, opponent and neutral using the simulated annealing algorithm. One of the recent works by Garimella et al. [14] use content and network structure of social networks to quantify controversy. By analyzing the partitions of the conversation graph and applying several controversy measuring methods they calculate controversy of the conversation graph for individual users. They present a detailed review of existing methods and literature about the controversiality detection.

3 Proposed Method

We start our method by cleaning the raw text opinions collected from the social network to remove contractions, digits, punctuation marks and special characters.
Figure 1: Schematic diagram representing the proposed method for controversiality quantification: Actions taken at each step are listed in the box below the step.

After the text preprocessing step, we apply the Doc2Vec algorithm [18] to embed text posts in a numerical vector space. Doc2Vec is a text embedding method developed upon the Word2Vec model [19], in which a neural network is trained using the given data to learn the document and word embeddings. In our work we have used the Distributed Bag of Words (DBOW) Doc2Vec model to convert cleaned text opinions into numerical vectors from the text. For training the model, words occurring less than 10 times in the dataset were ignored and training was done in 30 epochs. The model was trained to generate 300 dimensional vectors.

Once all the posts are represented in numerical vector form, the next step is to calculate the eccentricity of each post. We define eccentricity as the distance of an opinion from the center of all opinions in the social neighborhood. In other words, the eccentricity of an opinion is the measure of ‘oddness’ of that opinion in comparison to the norm of the neighborhood. Neighborhood of a user can be defined at different social contexts, for example a neighborhood can be the set of users a user often interacts with, or the set of all users she is following or being followed by or both, or all the users in a social group etc.

The eccentricity of an opinion is relative to the social context and calculated as follows: To calculate the eccentricity of an opinion \(O_{(u,t)}^T\), which is an opinion on topic \(T\) posted at time \(t\) by user \(u\), we first need to create a knowledge base \(KB_u^T(t)\). The knowledge base of user \(u\) on topic \(T\) at time \(t\), \(KB_u^T(t)\), is the collection of all opinions on topic \(T\) in the social neighborhood of user \(u\) that were posted before time \(t\). Eccentricity of the opinion \(O_{(u,t)}^T\), denoted as \(Ecc(O_{(u,t)}^T)\), is the distance \((d)\) of \(O_{(u,t)}^T\) from the center of \(KB_u^T(t)\).

\[
KB_u^T(t) = \{O_{(v,k)}^T| v \in \text{Neighborhood}(u), k < t \text{ and } (t - k) < 5 \text{ days}\} \quad (1)
\]
Ecc\(\left( O_{(u,t)}^T \right) = d \left( O_{(u,t)}^T, \text{center}(KB_u^T(t)) \right) \) \hspace{1cm} (2)

Social context or neighborhood depends on the purpose and requirement of eccentricity analysis. Since the data in our analysis comes from a small community of specific ideological people, we have assumed all users in the network in each other’s social neighborhood, \(\forall \,(u \in V) \, \text{Neighborhood}(u) = V\), where \(V\) is the set of all users in our dataset. The controversiality we get in this work will be in the context of Parler community. However, the proposed method does not dictate social context determination and updating the social context will measure the controversiality in that context. The distance measure we have used in our work is Euclidean distance and center of knowledge base is represented by the mean of opinions in \(KB_u^T(t)\). Different social contexts, distance metrics and center representations can be used as per the requirement. According to the chosen settings for our work, equations 1 and 2 are simplified as follows. Knowledge base on any topic T will be same for every user in the network, hence \(KB_u^T(t)\) is replaced by \(KB^T(t)\). 

\[ KB^T(t) = \{ O_{(v,k)}^T \mid v \in V \text{ and } k < t \text{ and } (t - k) < 5 \text{ days} \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ Ecc(O_{(u,t)}^T) = \| (O_{(u,t)}^T, \text{mean}(KB^T(t))) \|^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Once we have eccentricity of all the opinions, we analyze the collective distribution of eccentricities for all the opinions on a topic. We observed that the eccentricity of all opinions for a topic characterizes the controversiality of that topic. We propose two measures derived from the collective distribution which can be used to measure the controversiality. The first measure we propose to quantify controversiality of a topic is the median value of eccentricity distribution of all the opinions on that topic.

\[ Ecc^T = \{ Ecc(O_{(u,t)}^T) \mid u \in V, \forall t \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ Controversiality(T) = \text{Median}(Ecc^T) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

This equation assigns a single number to a topic T which is the value of controversiality of the topic. Using median value to quantify controversiality is useful since this measure is not affected by the outliers and represents the central tendency of data. However, quantifying controversiality with a single number might be very strict in some scenarios, especially when the topics are very close in terms of controversiality. We will elaborate this further in the result section. To overcome this limitation, we propose another method to quantify controversiality where we assign each topic a controversiality range using the quantiles. We use the 0.4 - 0.6 quantile range of the eccentricity distribution to measure the controversiality.

\[ Controversiality \text{ range} (T) = (Q_{0.4}(Ecc^T), Q_{0.6}(Ecc^T)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)
where \( Q_i(D) \) is the \( i^{th} \) quantile of data \( D \).

Our approach of choosing the 0.4 – 0.6 quantile range as a controversiality measure is motivated by the following reasons. i) the proposed range is around the central tendency of data and remains unaffected by the outliers ii) it is more relaxed than a single number like median. However, other measures utilizing the eccentricity distribution e.g., mean eccentricity value of all opinions, mean value of top fifty percent eccentric opinions, or any other wider/narrower quantile range, can also be used depending upon the dataset and purpose of controversiality measurement. The schematic diagram of steps followed for our analysis is shown in Figure 1.

4 Dataset

For this study we analyzed Parler social network dataset with 183M posts and comments which were posted between August 2018 and November 2021 [4]. Parler is a microblogging and social networking site mostly popular among the alt-right, Trump supporters and believers of conspiracy theories [5]. We believe that if we can detect a connection between controversy and eccentricity of opinion in this dataset, where opinions are already on an extreme, it will be implied that similar patterns exist in other mainstream social networks and datasets. From the Parler dataset, we selected six topics for our analysis: i) Shirt, ii) Chocolate, iii) Vegetarian, iv) Climate change, v) Vaccine, and vi) Gun. We chose these topics because we know they have varied levels of controversiality: Shirt and Chocolate were included as a baseline with minimum controversy, while Gun and Climate change as extremely controversial topics. For each topic, posts were filtered using a simple keyword search by searching for a single keyword (similar as topic name) related to the topic. The distribution of the numbers of posts and authors for each topic after initial preprocessing is shown in Table 1. The topics are diverse not only in content but also in terms of total numbers of posts and authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th># of gabs(posts)</th>
<th># of authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate</td>
<td>7,931</td>
<td>5,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>21,221</td>
<td>11,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun</td>
<td>186,851</td>
<td>70,163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td>96,981</td>
<td>51,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine</td>
<td>468,085</td>
<td>142,561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetarian</td>
<td>1,721</td>
<td>1,301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of posts and their authors in the preprocessed dataset: Topics are diverse in terms of number of opinions and authors. Vegetarianism is the least discussed topic while Vaccine is the most popular one.
5 Results

The first key observation we make in our study is that the eccentricity of all opinions in an opinion pool collectively characterizes the diversity of the pool. To better understand, if all the opinions in the pool are mostly homogenous, eccentricity, i.e., the distance from the center, of these opinions is significantly small. However, if we have diverse opinions in the pool, most of them will lie far from the center with higher eccentricity value. Hence, if the density of ‘highly eccentric opinions’ for a topic is high, it indicates that the topic is more diversified and vice versa.

Interestingly, this leads to our primary finding that the collective eccentricity or diversity of a topic is related with the controversiality of the topic, making it a measure of controversiality. Figure 2 shows the distribution of posts’ eccentricity as violin plots; each plot represents distribution of eccentricity for a different topic. The least controversial topics such as Chocolate and Shirt, have the smallest mean...
and median value for eccentricities. However, the violins for the topics Gun and Climate change, which are strongly controversial, are shifted upwards, with significantly higher mean and median indicating higher density of more eccentric opinions. This observation shows an association between diversity and controversiality of a topic. The red violin plot represents the eccentricity distribution of combined data.

This observation is more evident in Figure 3, when we plot a cumulative distribution of eccentricity for each topic. The curves for the least controversial topics are shifted towards the left while highly controversial topic curves are located on the right. We exploit this relation to quantify the controversiality of a topic in the following ways. We propose to use the median value of eccentricity distribution of a topic as the controversiality metric of that topic. For example, from Figure 2, the controversiality of chocolate is 2.00 while the controversiality of climate change is 2.55. Using median value as the controversiality measure is advantageous since it is not affected by the outliers and makes it easy to compare the controversiality of different topics. We also propose a more relaxed way of quantifying controversiality range for a topic instead of a single value by utilizing the distribution quantiles. We use the range from eccentricity value at 40th quantile to eccentricity value at 60th quantile as the controversiality range of the topic. For example, from Figure 2, the controversiality of climate change is 2.28 - 2.82 while for chocolate it is 1.81 – 2.23.

The proposed measure gives a better understanding of controversiality without providing a false interpretation while comparing controversialities of different topics. For example, from the Figure 2, if we compare the controversiality of Vaccine and Vegetarian using the median method, the Vaccine is more eccentric than the Vegetarian (2.21 vs. 2.19), however, if we use any other measures of central tendency like mean or any quantile range the relation gets inverted. That suggests that in case of quantifying controversiality of topic which are very similar in their controversiality, median can provide a false understanding. But if the topics are well separated from each other in terms of controversiality, using median is appropriate and easier. We can also use a wider/narrower quantile range or any other measure of central tendency of distribution depending upon the requirement and dataset.

Another key observation we make in our study is that the trend of eccentricity density distribution for several topics, that differ in terms of their controversiality, are similar. In Figure 3, though the controversialities are significantly different for topics like Chocolate - Gun or Shirt - Climate, the pattern of density distribution is quite similar. To further examine this observation, we try to fit a common mathematical function to these cumulative density curves. Figure 4 shows the results of curve fitting where each distribution is fitted to a sigmoid function \( Y = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-k(x-x_0)}} + b \) with appropriate parameter values. The quality of fit for each
Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of eccentricities for topic with varying controversialities: The topics having different controversiality show similar diversity pattern.

curve is shown in the figure. This suggests that for several topics people frequently express opinions which are far from the norm of society irrespective of the controversiality. This finding explains the trend we are observing in society nowadays when people are opting for extreme choices in their routine life and topics like food, fashion, entertainment which are not traditionally controversial otherwise.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we focused on analyzing data from Parler, a social network known for its highly homogenous and opinionated user base. We demonstrated that the collective eccentricity of opinions on a topic can be used as a measure of the topic’s diversity and controversiality. Specifically, we proposed two methods for utilizing the relationship between controversiality and collective eccentricity distribution, highlighting scenarios where each method may be preferred. Our analysis also revealed a striking similarity in the distribution of opinion eccentricity across topics with varying levels of controversiality. This observation has implications beyond our study and suggests that the distribution of opinion eccentricity is a common pattern in routine life. Furthermore, our results imply that if highly homogenous communities such as Parler exhibit a wide range of opinions on a topic, we can expect a more
Figure 4: Eccentricity density distribution trend: Independent of the controversiality, all topics follow similar eccentricity density trend. The cumulative density distribution of all topics is fitted to a sigmoid shaped function \( Y = \frac{1}{1 + e^{(-k(x-x_0))}} + b \) with appropriate parameter values. The solid line in each subplot represents the actual cumulative density plot while the dashed line shows the fitted function. The value of goodness of fit \( R^2 \) for all the curves is greater than 0.99.
diverse range of opinions in mainstream social media platforms like Twitter or Reddit. Moving forward, we plan to extend our research by analyzing data from other communities with varying levels of homogeneity and heterogeneity to strengthen our findings. Additionally, we aim to explore how social neighborhoods may influence the relationship between controversiality and collective eccentricity. Our hope is that these future directions will deepen our understanding of how opinions are formed and shaped in social networks.
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